Nowadays, the constraints in the healthcare of developing countries, including high population growth, a high burden of disease prevalence, low health care workforce, large numbers of rural inhabitants, and limited financial resources to support healthcare infrastructure and health information systems, accompanied with the improvement of potential of lowering information and transaction costs in healthcare delivery due to the explosively access of mobile phones to all segments of a country, has motivated the development of mobile health or m-health field. M-health is known as the practice of medical and public health supported by mobile devices such as mobile phones and PDAs for delivering medical and healthcare services. Thus, the popularity of m-health can be subjected to the development of wearable medical devices and wireless communication technology. In order to fully utilize wireless technology between the wearable medical devices, the concept of body sensor network (BSN), which is a kind of wireless sensor network around human body, was proposed in 2002.
medical server or the doctors. When an emergency is detected, the physicians will immediately inform the patient through the computer system by providing appropriate messages or alarms. By this way, BSN is preferred in monitoring patients in environments lack of medical doctors, such as home and workplaces. Fig.1 presents a simplified example of a BSN application scenario in a mobile health system. Sensor nodes on or inside the human body and a Master Node (MN), are connected to form a BSN. Medical information collected by different sensors in a BSN will be sent to the MN for data fusion and then to personal server for pre-processing before being forwarded to a central server for further analysis or the physicians for care giving via various forms of communications such as wireless personal area network (WPAN), wireless local area network (WLAN) and wide area network (WAN). 2002), wireless standards with medical applications have to have a high level of reliability to guarantee the security of patients' information and the privacy of healthcare history. To ensure the security of the overall mobile health system, BSN as an important end, should be protected from different attacks such as eavesdropping, injection and modification. However, it is a nontrivial task due to stringently limited processing capability, memory, and energy, as well as lack of user interface, unskilled users, longevity of devices, and global roaming for most sensor nodes.
Symmetric cryptography, in which communication parties must possess a shared secret key via an invulnerable key distribution solution prior to any encryption process, is a promising approach to relieve the stringent resource constraints in BSN. Existing key distribution techniques for large-scale sensor networks, such as random-key pre-distribution protocols (Gligor et al, 2002; Perrig et al, 2003) and polynomial pool-based key distribution (Ning et al, 2003) , require some form of pre-deployment. However, given the progressively increasing deployments of BSN, these approaches may potentially involve considerable latency during network initialization or any subsequent adjustments, due to their need for pre-deployment. In addition, it obviously discourages people, such as family members, to share sensors between themselves because whenever there is need to add or change a body sensor, the user has to configure a new initial key to ensure that the new sensor can securely communicate with the existing ones. Therefore, a new series of key distribution solutions without any form of initial deployment to provide plug and play security is desirable for BSNs.
Novel biometrics for BSN security
As well known, the human body physiologically and biologically consists of its own transmission systems such as the blood circulation system, thus, how to make use of these secured communication pathways available specifically in BSN to secure it is a good idea (Poon et al, 2006) . It is undoubtedly practical in securing BSN with a telemedicine or m-health application, as nodes of these BSN would already comprise biosensors for collecting medical data, which could be physiological characteristics uniquely representing an individual. If these intrinsic characteristics can be used to verify whether two sensors belong to the same individual, the use of physiological signals to identify individuals and secure encryption key transmission with resources-saving is feasible. Building upon this initial idea, a family of lightweight and resource-efficient biometricsbased security solutions, which are based on time-variant physiological signals, has been proposed for the emerging BSN with a dual purpose of individual identification and key transmission. It is different from traditional biometrics, where the physiological or behavioural characteristics are static and merely used to automatic identify or verify an individual. The utilized biometric traits in traditional biometric systems should have the characteristics of universality, distinctiveness, permanence, effectiveness, invulnerability and so on, while the physiological characteristics should be dynamic at different times to ensure the security of key transmission in BSN.
As depicted in Fig.2 , in biometrics solution the physiological signals of human body, such as electrocardiograph (ECG) and photoplethysmograph (PPG), were used to generate the entity identifier (EI) of each node for identifying nodes and then protecting the transmission of keying materials by a key hiding/un-hiding process. It is based on the fact that EIs generated simultaneously from the same subject are with high similarity, while those generated non-simultaneously or from different subjects are with significant differentiation. 
Dynamic EI generation

The timing information of heartbeats was demonstrated by to be a possible biometric characteristic to be used in proposed entity authentication scheme due to its chaotic nature, which can ensure the dynamic random performance of the generated EIs and then the security performance for BSN. Thus, the authors proposed to use Inter-Pulse-Interval (IPI) to generate EIs for securing the distribution of keying materials. A rigorously information-theoretic secure extraction scheme to properly extract the randomness of ECG signal, mainly from the IPI information, was proposed by Xu et al (2011) . It was demonstrated that there are two advantages of using IPI to secure BSN. Firstly, it can be derived from multiple physiological signals such as electrocardiograph (ECG) and photoplethysmograph (PPG) by measuring the time difference between peaks in the signals. Secondly, it has been demonstrated that EIs generated from a series of IPI values passed the selected randomness tests from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standards, and thus show an acceptable degree of randomness. However, an R-wave detection process is required before IPI measurement, which not only increases the computational complexity, but also leads to the uncertain performance because the accuracy of R-wave detection seriously affects the performance of IPI-based security system. In addition, 32 IPIs need to be utilized to generate a 128-bit EI, which means about 30 seconds of ECG/PPG measurements are required before cryptographic keys can be securely distributed. To overcome these problems, the frequency-domain characteristics of physiological signals (FDPS), was proposed by Gupta et al (2010) to be a promising biometric characteristic due to its real-time performance, where 5 seconds measurement is enough to generate EIs. Also, there is no need of R-wave detection in FDPS-based EI generation scheme. However, the poor randomness and recognition rate performance are the bottlenecks of using FDPS to generate EIs and need to be broken through to ensure the security performance of BSN.
Fuzzy method based key distribution solution
Since intrinsic characteristics captured simultaneously at different parts of the same subject have slight differences, fuzzy methods should be deployed on the transmitter/receiver for an increased tolerance in acceptable differences to protect the transmission of keying materials using generated EIs. Fuzzy commitment scheme proposed by Juels (2002) , which works effectively in the case that the generated EIs are all sequential and with the same length, is employed in BSN security due to its low computational complexity, low memory occupied, as well as convenience to be implemented. However, Fuzzy commitment scheme is not appropriate while the feature points in EIs are un-ordered or with missing values due to its requirement for correspondence of features in terms of order. To address this issue, Juels and Sudan (2006) proposed the fuzzy vault scheme, which offers attractive properties in terms of security, changeable key, and flexibility, and thus has been a good candidate for biometrics based cryptographic systems. It has been applied in different traditional biometric systems, for example, fingerprint, face, and Iris biometric systems for better performance than fuzzy commitment. Though fuzzy vault scheme was also adopted in biometrics based BSN security in more and more studies, it is noted that (Miao et al, 2010 ) the scheme is not good enough to achieve stable performance if the generated EIs are with dynamic random patterns in bit difference. Also, fuzzy vault has its drawbacks of low recognition rate due to not considering the inequality of the number of features in EIs generated from the two communication parties.
This chapter will describe the aspects of this kind of new biometrics with focus on the stateof-the-art biometric solutions for BSN security. In Section 2, the schemes of generating EIs from physiological signals based on both time-domain and frequency-domain information will be presented, followed by the performance evaluation as being a dynamic individual identifier to differentiate different subjects. Secondly, the usage of such generated EIs for securing BSN, i.e. key transmission schemes, will be detailed with a performance comparison of different schemes designed according to EIs' specific characteristics in Section 3. In Section 4, we conclude this chapter with an illustration of different biometric solutions in BSN security, where some issues need to be further studied will be emphasized.
Entity identifier generation schemes
EI generation scheme is the most important issue should be addressed in the biometrics solutions because the security of BSN depends heavily on the characteristics of EIs generated. As described in Section 1, the state-of-the-art EI generation schemes are mainly classified into two categories, one is based on the time-domain information of physiological signals (TDPS) and the other is based on the frequency-domain information (FDPS). In this section, we will illustrate the two schemes separately with a detail performance evaluation on their advantages and disadvantages.
TDPS-based EI generation scheme
IPI is the most commonly used timing information in TDPS-based EI generation scheme. Fig.3 presents the experimental protocol of IPI-based EI generation scheme and the application of EIs for node identification. In IPI-based EI generation scheme, each node extracts the time-domain information by calculating a series of IPIs from its own recorded cardiovascular signal such as ECG and PPG based on a synchronization signal initiated by the master node, which can be denoted as {IPI i | 1 ≤ i ≤ N }. IPI-based EI generation process is then deployed on the series of IPIs of each end to generate its own EI. The EIs generated simultaneously from the transmitter and the receiver are with high similarity for the same subject, while high dissimilarity for different subjects or generated non-simultaneously, and thus can be used to identify nodes by comparing the Hamming distance between two EIs.
As depicted in Fig.3 , given a sequence of IPI values, the IPI-based EI generation process for the transmitter/receiver is comprised of the following three processes: accumulation & modulo, contraction mapping and Gray coding. Give N consecutive individual IPIs, a series of multi-IPIs can be obtained as follows: To randomize the monotonically increasing multi-IPIs, a modulo operation is further introduced, i.e. (mIP I i )mod(2 L ), where L is a positive integer referred to as the modulo parameter. To compensate measurement differences among different BSN nodes, the modulo result is further transformed into a small integer q by a contraction mapping f : 0, 2 L ) → 0, 2 q ), i.e.,
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where L > q and . returns the largest integer less than or equal to m 2 (L −q) . Finally, to increase the noise margin of measurements, the Gray code scheme is employed to get binary EIs. The generated EI can be expressed as
where I i is generated from a corresponding mIP I i with the bit length of q. Such generated EIs have a bit length of N × q. Fig.4 presents a demonstration of the experimental protocol of FDPS-based EI generation scheme and the application of EIs for node identification with PPG as the physiological signal. In state-of-the-art FDPS-based EI generation schemes, nodes in the same BSN obtained independently the same physiological signal in a loosely synchronized manner, at a specific sampling rate for a fixed duration. An EI generation process is then deployed on the signal acquired from each end to generate its own EI. In order to realize node identification and the security of keying materials, the EIs generated simultaneously from the transmitter and the receiver should be with high similarity for the same subject, while high dissimilarity for different subjects or generated non-simultaneously. Therefore, the EIs can be used to identify nodes by comparing the distance between two EIs. Different from TDPS-based EI generation scheme, the distance of EIs measured here cannot be Hamming distance, the reason of which will be explained in Section 2.3. 
FDPS-based EI generation scheme
EI Generation Process Node Identification Process Signal Acquisition
Binary Encoding As depicted in Fig.4 , an entire FDPS-based EI generation process is comprised of a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) process, a peak detection process, a randomized algorithm in some situations and a binary encoding process. In the previous FDPS-based EI generation process proposed by Gupta et al (2010), the samples collected are divided into several windows and a FFT is performed on each of these parts, denoted as Multi-Windows generation scheme. A combination with the form of < K x i , K y i > is derived through the peak detection process deployed on the FFT coefficients, where K x i is the FFT point at which peak is observed, K y i is the corresponding FFT coefficient values, and i is the index of the peaks. Each of the peakindex and peak-value are quantized and converted into a binary string and concatenated to form an EI, which can be denoted as Therefore, a Single-Window (SW) method to generate EIs was proposed by Miao et al (2011) aiming for a significant improvement in recognition performance and increase in randomness performance. Firstly, FFT is directly performed on the physiological signal in a loosely synchronized manner, at a specific sampling rate for a fixed duration, such as 5 seconds.
Then, each peak-index, i.e. < K x i > , of the first M points of FFT coefficients is selected and concatenated to form a set of feature points Fig.5 that the number of peaks generated from nodes on the same subject has a higher number of matchings in terms of peak-index compared to those from different subjects; however, there is no such findings with FFT coefficients. In addtion, compared with MWs method, the SW method presents a larger matching rate, which is defined as the rate between the number of matched peaks and the number of the detected peaks, for the same subject and smaller matching rate for different subjects, no matter what kind of physiological signal is.
Obviously, all of the integer values of feature points are ascending and within a certain scale, which would bring about the bottleneck of the randomness performance and security weakness. Therefore, a randomized algorithm similar to Linear Congruential Generator (LCG), which is a kind of pseudorandom number generator, is deployed to randomize F and form a new set F ′ , i.e.,
where 2 p is the "modulus" and p is a positive integer referred to as modulo parameter, b ≥ 0 is the "multiplier", 0 ≤ c < 2 p is the "increment". The selection of b, c, p is directly related to the randomness performance of F . In the randomized algorithm, it is recommended that the most optimal relationship between b, c, p is as followings:
where β ≥ 0, x returns the largest integer less than or equal to x. Then, a permuted feature points set is generated with the form of
by randomly permuting the order of each point f i . The generated EI can be expressed as
a concatenation operation. Each block of EI, i.e., I i is the binary result of a corresponding f i ′ .
The bit length of I i is p, and thus, the bit length of EI is N × p.
Performance evaluation
To demonstrate the performance of different EI generation scheme, we conduct the performance evaluation in terms of randomness performance and group similarity. The performance comparison will be given to systematically illustrate the advantages and disadvantages of different schemes with two experiments. In the first experiment (Exp. I), the experimental data to be used for performance evaluation include ECG and PPG from 14 healthy subjects, where ECG was captured from the three fingers of each subjects and two channels of PPG were captured from the index fingers of the two hands, respectively. For each subject, the three channels of signals were captured simultaneously for 2-3min. All the three channels of signals were used to generate TDPS-based EIs, while two channels of PPG were used to generate FDPS-based EIs. In the second experiment (Exp. II), there were in total 85 clinical subjects from the hospital and two channels of physiological signals (including one-channel ECG and one-channel PPG) with a duration of 40 seconds were simultaneously recorded from each subject on three or four days within two-month period.
Randomness performance analysis
The randomness performance of binary sequences can be evaluated using a variety of randomness tests. Beacause of the length limitation in the generated binary EIs from each subject, several tests from the Table 1 shows the randomness test results of TDPS-based EIs and FDPS-based EIs, where the randomizing parameters in FDPS-based EI generation scheme were set as b = 23, c = 109, p = 9. It can be seen that all bit streams generated based on TDPS and most of FDPS-based EIs passed the selected tests, and TDPS-based EIs show a better randomness performance than FDPS-based EIs.
Group similarity analysis
The similarity between any pair of TDPS-based EIs generated simultaneously by sensors on the same individual can be analyzed with the Hamming distance. Fig.6 depicts the Hamming distance distribution of EIs with L = 8, N = 16, q = 3. It can be seen that more than 95% of the Hamming distances between TDPS-based EIs are less than 10, and thus shows a good group similarity performance with the two experiments. Therefore, the proposed scheme is applicable in both healthy people and clinical subjects. Different from TDPS-based EIs, FDPS-based EIs cannot be analyzed with the Hamming distance due to the unequal length of generated EIs and matching points at different orders. As shown in Fig.7 , the feature sets generated at the transmitter/receiver of the same subject after randomized algorithm have some common points, such as 174, 225, 156 at different orders, and thus direct Hamming distance in sequence can not reflect the real matching performance. Therefore, dynamic time warping (DTW) distance was selected to measure the group similarity between any pair of EIs generated from the same subject. DTW is an algorithm for measuring similarity between two sequences that vary in time or speed, which meets the characteristics of the EIs generated from FDPS. It is able to find an optimal match between two given sequences with certain restrictions. The sequences are "warped" non-linearly in the time dimension to determine a measure of their similarity independent of certain nonlinear variations in the time dimension. Let s 1 and s 2 be two vectors with lengths of m and n.
The goal of DTW is to find a mapping path {(p 1 , q 1 ), ( p 2 , q 2 ), ⋯ , ( p k , q k )} such that the distance on this mapping path ∑ i=1 Fig.8 depicts the DTW distance distribution of EIs generated from the true pairs, i.e., two nodes on the same individual, with the SW and MWs methods on PPG data, respectively. It can be seen that with the SW EI generation scheme, 98% of the DTW distance between true pairs are less than 90, compared with 82% with the MWs, and thus exhibit a better performance of group similarity than those with MWs. 
Performance comparison between two EI generation schemes
In order to realize high recognition rate, the generated EIs should have the characteristics of effectiveness (being able to be generated fast and easily), robustness (resistance to uncertainty), randomness, distinctiveness (being similar for same subjects and differentiate for different subjects). Firstly, as about 30 seconds of ECG/PPG measurements are required to generate a 128-bit EI based on TDPS while only 5 seconds based on FDPS, and an R-wave detection is needed in TDPS-based EI generation scheme for the IPI measurement, which in-creases the computational complexity, the FDPS-based EIs shows a better effectiveness performance than TDPS. Secondly, the accuracy of R-wave detection affects the recognition performance of TDPS-based EIs heavily. For example, once a negative R-wave is detected or a positive R-wave is missed in one end, the EIs from true pairs will be dissimilar. Therefore, there would be a requirement for the given TDPS-based EI generation scheme that, the physiological signals shall be with an acceptable quality for peak detection. Though FDPSbased EI generation may also require a good signal quality, there is no evidence that the requirement is more constrict while compared to the TDPS-based one. Thirdly, from both the randomness performance and group similarity analysis, TDPS-based EIs shows a better performance than FDPS-based. In conclusion, TDPS-based EIs is superior in randomness and distinctiveness performance, while FDPS-based EIs is superior in effectiveness and robustness performance.
Key distribution solution
As presented in the workflow of the biometrics security in Section 1.3, the EIs can not only be used to identify individuals, but also be used to protect the transmission of keying materials. The key distribution process in biometrics security model works as follows: one of the two sensors, called transmitter, hides the random symmetric key generated by its own using an EI obtained from the physiological signal. This hidden key is sent over to another sensor, called receiver, which uses its own version of EI to recover the random key after compensating for the differences between its EI and the one used by the transmitter. The most common fuzzy methods used in biometrics security solution until now are fuzzy commitment and fuzzy vault, dependent on the characteristics of the EI generated. In this section, the two fuzzy methods application will be detailed with a discussion of the specific fuzzy method to be adopted for TDPS-based EIs and FDPS-based EIs according to their characteristics.
Fuzzy commitment scheme applied in BSN security
The block diagram of key distribution solution between communication parties based on the fuzzy commitment scheme is presented in Fig.9 . Let K ∈ { 0,1 } k and K ∈ { 0,1 } n represent the cryptographic key need to be protected and its corresponding error-correction codeword, respectively, EI ∈ { 0,1 } n represent the EI value at the transmitter used to protect keying materials, and h : { 0, 1 } n → { 0, 1 } l be a one-way hash function. The fuzzy commitment scheme is defined as F (K , EI ) = (h (K ), K ⊕ EI ), where ⊕ is the bitwise XOR operation. To decommit F (K , EI ) using a witness E I ′ at its own end, the receiver computes
where f is the relevant error-correction decoding process. If h (K ′ ) = h (K ), then the decommitment is successful and K ′ is the correct key K .
Otherwise, E I ′ is an incorrect witness that is not close enough to the original encrypting witness EI . It is obvious that the EI used in such a security model must be sequential and with the same length. In fact, in order to realize high-level security performance, EI used in fuzzy commitment must have the performance of distinctiveness and time-variance to ensure the invulnerability. 
Performance comparison between different application scenarios
In order to realize high recognition performance and security, a suitable key distribution solution should be selected based on the specific characteristics of EIs generated based on TDPS and FDPS. In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the performance of different key distribution solutions. Firstly, a detailed recognition performance in terms of False Accept Rate (FAR)/False Reject Rate (FRR) is conducted for different EI generation scheme with different key distribution solution to demonstrate the suitable key distribution solution for different EIs generated. Then, the security performance of different fuzzy methods are presented. At last, the computational complexity performances are conducted for different key distribution solutions with the appropriate EI generation scheme.
FAR/FRR performance
FAR and FRR are two important indexes to evaluate the recognition rate performance of a biometric system, where FAR is the probability that a system incorrectly matches the input pattern from false pairs, FRR is the probability that a system fails to detect a match between the true pairs. The most suitable fuzzy method for different EIs should achieve a minumum half total error rate (HTER) that equals (FAR+FRR)/2. For TDPS-based EIs, we conduct our performance evaluation based on data from two experiments described in Section 2.3. In Exp.I, i.e. there were in total 14 healthy subjects and three channels of physiological signals (including 1-channel ECG and 2-channel PPG) with a duration of 2-3 minutes were simultaneously recorded from each subject. In Exp.II, there were in total 85 clinical subjects and two channels of physiological signals (including onechannel ECG and one-channel PPG) with a duration of 40 seconds were simultaneously recorded from each subject on three or four days within a two-month period. Data from the both experiments are with 12-bit A/D resolution and at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Fig.11(a) depicts the FAR/FRR curves with fuzzy commitment scheme, where FRR is the rate at which the two EIs generated from the same subject during the same period are unmatched, i.e. Hamming distance is larger than a specific threshold, FAR is the rate at which the two EIs generated from the different subjects or during different periods are matched, i.e. Hamming distance is larger than a specific threshold. Fig.11(b) depicts the FAR/FRR curves with fuzzy vault scheme, where FRR is the rate at which the two EIs generated from the same subject during the same period are unmatched, i.e. matching number is smaller than a predefined degree of polynomial, FAR is the rate at which the two EIs generated from the different subjects or during different periods are matched, i.e. matching number is smaller than a prede-fined degree of polynomial. It can be seen that the fuzzy commitment scheme shows a better recognition performance with a minumum HTER of less than 1.46% and 3.19% on 14 and 85 subjects, compared to 3.4% and 5.6% with fuzzy vault scheme. The results indicate that the fuzzy commitment scheme is superior to fuzzy vault scheme in different settings, such as the lab and the clinical setting, for TDPS-based EIs.
As presented in Section 2.3.2, the two feature sets generated based on FDPS from the transmitter and receiver are with different numbers of points and it is common to have matching points at different orders of the two sets, thus fuzzy commitment scheme is not suitable for FDPS-based EIs due to its requirement for correspondence of features in terms of order. Therefore, fuzzy vault scheme is probably the only approriate solution to protect the transmmission of keying materials with FDPS-based EIs. The data we used for performance evaluation include ECG data of 20 subjects from the physioBank database (http:// www.physionet.org/physiobank), including 10 healthy people and 10 people with different kinds of diseases, which were simultaneously collected from two leads on each subject at a sampling rate of 360 Hz, and two-channel PPG data at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz from 14 subjects in Exp.I Fig.12 depicts the FAR/FRR curves with fuzzy vault scheme. It can be seen that fuzzy vault shows an recognition performance with a minumum HTER of 5.2% and 8.9% on ECG and PPG, respectively. From the above analysis we can see, fuzzy commitment scheme is suitable for TDPS-based EIs while fuzzy vault scheme for FDPS-based EIs. In addition, TDPS-based solution shows a better recognition rate performance than FDPS-based one.
Security analysis
Suppose the EIs generated are random enough, the security issues in the proposed key distribution solution primarily exist during its package exchange process by brute-forcing the key (K ) or EI directly. Therefore, to ensure the security of the key distribution protocol, the information contained in EI must be larger than that in K .
For fuzzy commitment scheme, an eavesdropper can try out each bit of K by brute-force attack. Also, he can try out most of bits in EI to reconstruct the same K . Suppose the length of K is l, the computation requirement of directly attack on K in terms of its equivalence to brute-forcing a key of a particular length (bits) is l. The number of attempts by attacking EI depends on the length of K and the ability of its corresponding error-correction. Take Reed-Solomon as the error-correction code for example, a redundancy code of 2 × t bits should be attached to correct t-bit errors, thus the length of EI should be equal tol + 2 × t. As the errorcorrection code can correct t-bit errors, an attempt of l + 2 × t − t = l + t bits can reconstruct K successfully. In conclusion, the computation requirement in terms of its equivalence to brute-forcing a key of a particular length (bits) is min(l, l + t) = l. In another word, the security of fuzzy commitment depends on the security of K directly.
For fuzzy vault scheme, except for brute-forcing K directly, an eavesdropper can record the vault and try to construct the hidden polynomial from it. As described above, the computation requirement of directly attack on K is l. Suppose the degree of the polynomial is m, as the feature points are hidden among a much larger number of chaff points, whose values are randomly distributed in the same range in some situation, an adversary is able to try out each group of m + 1 points in the vault to get the correct polynomial, the average attempts are ( L m + 1 ) / 2, where L is the vault size and L ≤ 2 p . Thus, the security of vault is a balance act between the vault size L and the degree of the polynomial m, but subject to p and l. In conclusion, the computation requirement in terms of its equivalence to brute-forcing a key of a particular length (bits) is min(log 2 ( L m+1 ) , l). The security of the vault for different values of m and different number of vault size in the condition l = 128 and p = 9 is presented in Fig.13 . For ease of understanding, we represent this computation requirement in terms of its equivalence to brute-forcing a key of a particular length (bits). As expected, increasing the number of chaff points increases the security provided by the vault, but the security is subject to p and l. Higher the order of the polynomial means higher security, where more common feature points shall be hold by two ends.
Computational complexity
As described in Section 3.3.1, the suitable fuzzy method for TDPS-based EIs is fuzzy commitment while fuzzy vault for FDPS-based EIs. We estimate the cost performance of proposed key distribution solutions in terms of computational complexity, including time complexity and space complexity. The time complexity involved in TDPS-based key distribution solution requires the following tasks: 1)R-wave detection; 2) IPI-based EI generation process; 3) Error-correction encoding process; 4) Error-correction decoding process. From the FAR/FRR performance analysis we can see, the Hamming distance to achieve minimum HTER is about 18. Thus, from the security analysis, in order to ensure the security of 128 bits, an EI of 164 bits should be generated. Take q = 4 for example, 41 IPIs should be calculated, which means 42 R-waves should be detected. Take difference threshold algorithm for example, which has the minimum computational complexity in R-wave detection algorithms, the time complexity of R-wave detection process on n points is O(n). It was demonstrated by Bao et al (2009) that the time complexity for IPI-based EI generation process is O(N 2 ), where N is the number of IPIs used. Take Reed-Solomon as the error-correction code, the time complexity for the encoding process is O(N .q), and for the decoding process based on Berlekamp-Massey algorithm the time complexity is O((N .q) 2 ). As q is a fixed number, the time complexity of proposed solution can be expressed as O(n + N 2 ). The space complexity is estimated in terms of memory required for implementing proposed schemes. Excluding the dynamic occupied memory due to R-wave detection process and error-correction encoding/decoding process, the primary static components in the transmitter is F (K , EI ) while F (K , EI ) and E I ′ in the receiver, and the overall memory required is 84 bytes.
The time complexity involved in FDPS-based key distribution solution requires the following tasks: 1) FFT computation; 2) Peak detection; 3) EI generation; 4) Key hiding (polynomial evaluation); 5) Key un-hiding (Lagrange interpolation). For the FFT computation process performed on n points, the time complexity is O(nlogn). As M points of FFT coefficients that are selected to perform a peak detection process, the time complexity for peak detection is M , where M = 150 in our experiment. EI generation scheme includes an addition operation and a modulo operation on each feature point. The number of feature points depends on peak indexes detected, the time complexity of EI generation process is O(βM ), where β is the rate between peaks detected and the FFT coefficients selected and thus 0 < β < 1. The polynomial evaluation in key hiding process would require 48 × m(m + 1) / 2 operations, so the time complexity of key hiding process is 48 × m(m + 1) / 2. It is demonstrated by J.P. Berrut that the improved Lagrange interpolation, i.e., Barycentric interpolation, requires only O(m) operations as opposed to O(m 2 ) for evaluating the Lagrange basis individually. Therefore, the time complexity of key un-hiding process is reduced to O((
the number of feature points generated at the receiver. As m and M are fixed numbers, the time complexity of proposed solution can be expressed as O(nlogn). From the FAR/FRR performance analysis we can see, the degree of polynomial to achieve minimum HTER is about 23. Thus, in order to realize the security of 128 bits, the vault size should be larger than 400. Excluding the dynamic occupied memory due to FFT process and randomized process, the primary static components of the memory required are the physiological features (9 bit values, about 48 for PPG and ECG for example) and their polynomial projects (12 bit values), chaff points (400 for example to realize the security of 128 bits, 9 bit x-values and 12 bit yvalues). The overall memory required is 4.854KB. 
Conclusion
In the biometrics solution for BSN security, physiological signals within human body are used to generate dynamic EIs, which is not only used to realize node identification, but also protect the transmission of keying materials. In this chapter, the procedures of biometric solutions for securing BSN, including the EI generation scheme and relevant key distribution solution, have been described. From the experimental results we can see that, TDPS-based EI generation scheme is superior in randomness and recognition performance, while FDPSbased scheme has advantage on its real-time performance and robustness. The two common used fuzzy methods, including fuzzy commitment scheme and fuzzy vault scheme, also have their own advantages and disadvantages. Fuzzy commitment can achieve low computation complexity and low memory occupied, but it is not suitable for EIs that are un-ordered or with different length. Fuzzy vault scheme can be suitable to most of cases, but with a high computation complexity and memory occupied. To realize high recognition performance, fuzzy commitment should be selected for TDPS-based EIs, called TDPS-based solution, while fuzzy vault for FDPS-based EIs, called FDPS-based solution. There are a lot of issues need to be further studied to make it applicable into practical BSN platforms.
The challenges of TDPS-based solution primary exist in the EI generation process, where a signal of about 30s is needed to generate a 128-bit EI. Firstly, how to increase the positive detection rate of R-wave with lower computational complexity or design a more robust EI generation scheme being little influenced by the precision of R-wave should be studied to in-crease the robustness performance of the solution. Secondly, a faster EI generation scheme based on minimum number of IPIs should be addressed to increase its real-time performance.
For FDPS-based solution, the randomness performance of generated EIs, the computational complexity and the recognition rate pose great challenges to its application. Because the less satisfying randomness performance of EIs would bring about the security issue to the overall solution, how to make generated EIs as random as possible while not affecting its recognition rate is an issue should be addressed. In addition, the high computational complexity especially the space complexity brought by large amount of chaff points should be decreased to satisfy the stringent restriction of processing power, memory and energy for most sensor nodes. And what is the most important is that the recognition rate shall be significantly increased to make the solution applicable.
In some cases, not all of the physiological sensors that need to communicate with each other can obtain the needed information, such as IPI or same kind of physiological signals. Thus, how to extract a common feature from other kinds of physiological signal, such as respiration and blood pressure, might be further studied.
